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SUMMARY 

The problem addressed here is one of estimating the proportion of 
people in a community possibly bearing a stigmatizing characteristic, which 
is one of the items in a multi-purpose large-scale survey in which as usual the 
sample is chosen with unequal selection-probabilities for the units of a finite 
population. Generating truthful data on a sensitive item is difficult. 
Warner (1965) with his pioneering Randomized Response (RR) technique 
(RRT) provided a well-known solution, protecting a respondent's privacy. 
But his selection procedure was restricted exclusively to simple random 
sampling with replacement (SRSWR) - a scheme rarely executed in practice. 
Numerous alternative RRT's confined to SRSWR emerged with higher 
accuracy and better protection of privacy. Maddala (1983), Sheers and 
Dayton (1988), Kerkvliet (1994), Heijden and Gils (1996) among others 
achieved improved efficiency on utilizing covariates employing appropriate 
logistic regression modelling, again restricting to SRSWR. 
Chaudhuri (200la, b, 2002) extended a few well-known RRT's to cover 
'unequal probability sampling'. Here is illustrated how the logistic regression 
modelling, in case of 'unequal probability sampling' does not apply, for 
example, to Warner's RRT, but may be profitably employed with a couple of 
other well-known RRT's. Nayak's (1994) treatment of 'protection of privacy' 
with RRT's confined to SRSWR is extended here to complex survey 
sampling schemes. Additional algebraic complexity is inevitable in extension 
beyond SRSWR, as is needless to mention. 
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1. Introduction 

Suppose we consider a community of a given number of people and our 
interest is to survey a sample to obtain an estimate of the proportion out of them 
bearing a specific socially disapproved characteristic. Examples of such 
characteristics are habits of drunken driving, alcoholism, tax evasion, 
experiences of sexual abuses, induced abortion, testiqg H.LV. positive, 
exercising economic fraud, drug abuse among others. In practice, it is hard to 
gather honest information by direct interrogation on such personal and sensitive 
issues. But a pioneering device of generating 'Randomized Responses' (RR) 
rather than 'Direct Responses' (DR) was introduced by Warner (1965) as a 
means of protecting the privacy of a respondent and simultaneously deriving a 
serviceable estimator for the parameter intended. Numerous modifications on it 
have emerged by way of effecting improvements as reviewed in the text by 
Chaudhuri and Mukerjee (1988). Most of these RR devices are applied with the 
restriction that the sample is selected by simple random sampling with 
replacement (SRSWR) method alone. Chaudhuri (2001a, b, 2002) showed how 
to extend the application covering unequal probability sampling. 
Maddala (1983) described how a logistic regression model connecting the 
parameter to be estimated and the values available on certain covariates possibly 
governing the incidence of the abominable feature in a respondent may be fitted 
for an improved estimation. Sheers and Dayton (1988), Kerkvliet (1994), 
Heijden and Gils (1996) among others pursued with this approach as well. In 
this paper we illustrate how to extend this covering unequal probability 
sampling. A specimen of a simulation exercise is presented to notice how one 
may acquire additional efficacy in estimation. This extension is necessary in 
practice as samples are usually chosen without replacement with unequal 
probabilities. 

Selection probability of course cannot affect an individual's privacy. This 
is because, our approach is to attach an indicator function to each, estimate the 
population total of this, allowing 'a value I' if the respondent 'bears' the 
sensitive feature or '0' if not, retaining the option of assigning these two values 
to the contrary case of 'not bearing it' as well. So, a respondent cannot 
reasonably suspect he/she is selected because the investigator guesses his/her 
value is '1', rather than '0', nor that the total number of persons bearing the 
sensitive item in the community is 'high' rather than 'low'. In estimating this 
total and the corresponding proportion, the most important point intended to be 
emphasized here is that the theory of tackling the RRT's accomplished with 
SRSWR does not readily carry over when the respondents are selected with 
unequal probabilities, as they usually are, as a rule, in large-scale surveys. 
Executing an SRSWR survey to estimate a few sensitive proportions alone can 
at most be a mere luxury and so, may not be sponsored in practice. 

In Section 2 we narrate four RR devices and their applicability in 
(I) SRSWR and with (II) varying probability sampling. Also we add a note on 
the 'theme of protection of privacy' in the two situations demanding separate 
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treatments. Of course. numerous other RRT's exist yielding competitive results. 
But here we modestly illustrate only these four. which are simple and adequately 
interesting. More sophisticated ones are avoided to keep our illustrations simple. 
In Sections 3 and 4 respectively we present details about fitting logistic 
regression models in SRSWR and general sampling schemes. Section 5 gives 
numerical evidences illustrating possibilities for improved estimation. An 
Appendix finally gives estimates of accuracies of estimates of regression 
parameters. 

2. Four RR Devices and Estimation 

Let U = (1•. ". i•...• N) denote a population of N people and Yi. the value 

of a variable defined for i in U such that Yi = 1 if the person labeled i bears a ./ 
stigmatizing characteristic A and =0 if i bears the complement of A which is 

Ac. Writing Y = LYi • 7tA = ~ is the proportion of people in the community 

N 

bearing A. by L we mean L 
i=l 

The problem is to suitably estimate 7tA on surveying a sample or to 
estimate Y treating N as known. If a person is chosen at random from U, then 
7tA may be taken as the "probability" that a person sampled bears A and this 
remains so if the selection at random is continued 'with replacement'. So. 
assuming SRSWR the following four RR devices apply in unbiasedly estimating 
this probability 7tA • 

(i) Warner's (1965) RR Device 

Every sampled person is given a device to observe one 'outcome' with a 
probability p or its 'complement' with the probability (l-p) and is to (a) say 
"yes" or "no" according as the outcome 'matches' or 'mis-matches' his/her 
characteristic A or AC (b) without divulging to the interviewer the outcome 
observed. 

(ii) A 'Forced Response' Method 

A sampled person is given a device which may yield three possible 
outcomes 0 10 O2 or 0 3• say. with respective probabilities Pl. P2 and (1 - PI - P2) 
and corresponding instructions for himlhel: is to re~nd "yes". "no". and "the 
honest reporting" of yes or no about bearing A or A • in each case of course not 
giving out t\~utcomes to the interviewer. 
(iii) Kuk's (1990) Method 

A sampled person is given two boxes marked respectively A and AC 

containing respectively 'Red' and 'Black' cards in proportions "PI: (1 - plY' and 
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"P2: (I - P2)" with an instruction to draw from the box. marked matching his/her 
true "A or AC - trait". k cards and report the number of 'Red' cards obtained. 

(iv)	 Unrelated Question Model 

Horvitz et al. (1967). Greenberg et al. (1969) and Greenberg et al. (1977) 
have given essentially the following device. In one SRSWR in nl draws every 
person is to use a randomizing device to truthfully. say "yes" or "no" with 
probability PI about bearing A or AC and with probability (I - PI) about bearing 
an unrelated innocuous characteristic B or its complement BC

• Every person in 
another 'independent' SRSWR in n2 draws is to act similarly with the difference 
in the device that the probabilities change to P2 and (I - P2). PI ':/:. P2 . 

The RR device parameters p. k. Ph P2 are all pre-specified. From the 
literature it is known how to unbiasedly estimate 1tA and obtain the variance of 

the estimate and unbiasedly estimate the latter in each of the above four cases 
(i) -	 (iv). 

Chaudhuri (200Ia. b, 2002) permitted unbiased estimation of 1tA when a 

sample, say, s may be chosen with certain selection probabilities p(s). say, 
admitting certain general features but permitting selection of persons with or 
without replacement with equal or unequal probabilities. For the Warner's RR 
device (i) let for a person i no matter how selected. 

Ii = I if the 'outcome type' matches ith person's attribute A or AC 

= O. otherwise 

Then, Prob [Ii = Yi] = p, Prob[Ii = I - Yi] = 1 - P for Yi = I or 0 as earlier 
specified. We shall throughout use the generic notation ER• VR to denote 
expectation and variance operators with respect to any RR device. 

Then
 

ER (Ii)= PYi + (1- pXI- Yj)= (1- p)+ (2p -1)Yi
 

Taking p':/:..!.... [ - Ii - (1- p) is an unbiased estimator for Yi noting that 
2	 j - (2p-l) 

E R(rj ) = Yi' Vi E U. 

Also 

VR (I j) = E R (Ii Xl- E R (Ii)) = p(l- p) 

d' V ( ) - VR (U - p(l- p) - V . UIea mg to R rj - ( )2 - ( )2 - i' say. 1E 
2p-1 2p-1
 

For the Forced Response Scheme in (ii) for any i in U let
 

Ii = I if i responds 'Yes'
 

= 0 if i responds 'No'
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Then 

Prob [Ii = I, Yi = 1] = PI + (1 - PI - 1'2) = 1 - P2
 

Prob [Ii = I, Yi = 0] = Ph Prob [Ii = 0, Yi = 1] = P2
 

Prob [Ii = 0, Yi = 0] = 1'2 + (1 - PI - P2) = 1 - PI
 

Hence 

Prob [Ii = Yi ] = P1Yi + (1 - Pl- P2)Yi + P2(1 - Yi) + (1 - PI- 1'2)(1 - Yi) 
= I - PI + ( PI - 1'2)Yi 

Prob [Ii = 1 - Yi ] = PI(1 - Yi) + P2Yi 

ER(U =PI + (1- PI - P2 )Yi ' noting that Y/ =Yi and 

VR (U= ER (IJI- ER (Ii ))= PI(1 -PI)+ (PI - P2XI- PI - P2)Yj 

= Pl(l-Pl) ifYi=O 

= P2 (1- P2) if Yi = 1 

Then, ri = Ii - PI is unbiased for Yi with a variance
 
I-PI -P2
 

Vi = VR (IJ/(l- PI - P2)2 with PI + P2 :;t 1 

For Kuk's (1990) model (iii) let fi be number of red cards reported to have 
been drawn by the person labeled i in U. Then 

ER (fJ = k[PIYi + P2 (1- Yi)] 

VR (fj) = k[P1 (1- PI)Yi + P2(I- P2Xl- Yi)] 

noting that fi follows binomial distribution with parameters k and "PI if i bears 

A" " P2 Iof 10 b AC" . Th (fi ) h(p ) taking PI :;t P2 ' IS an0or ears. en, ri = k - P2 / \ I - P2' 

unbiased estimator of Yj, iE U. Also, VR (rJ =aiYi +.bi =Vi' say, with 

a.	 = I-PI -P2 b. = P2(I-P2) leading to V = PI(I-PI) if y. = 1 and 
I k(PI _ P2)2' 1 k(PI - P2)2 I k(PI - P2? I 

Vi = (2 (1- P2~ if Yi = O. For both (ii) and (iii) an unbiased estimator Vi for Vi 
k PI -P2 

is obtained on replacing Yi in it by rj, i E U 0 It may be carefully noted that it is 
desirable to take "k as large as possible subject to a respondent's willingness to 
repeat the drawings from the box" in order to reduce Vi' i E U. 

With the approach of Chaudhuri (2ooIa, b, 2002), to apply the 
(iv) unrelated question model to a general sampling scheme one may do only 
with a single sample. But each sampled person i is required to make four 
independent draws as follows leading to the generation of the following 
'indicator' random variables. 
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Ii = 1 if i draws from a box a card marked A or B in proportions 
PI : (1- PI) and the card type 'matches' his/her true characteristic and Ii = 0 if 

there is no match 

I~ is the variable generated independently in a manner identically as 

Ii,iE U. 

Ii is a variable generated as Ii with the difference that the cards marked A or 
B are in proportions P2: (1- P2) instead of PI : (1- PI) ; moreover I; is another 

variable generated independently and identically as Ii' i E U. 

Letting ti = I if i bears B 

= 0 if i bears Be, one gets 

ER(I;) = PIYi + (1- PI ~i == ER(I~), 

Taking PI "# P2 ' let 

c: == (1- P2 )I j - (1 - PI )Ji c.'= (1- P2 )I~ - (1- PI )J~
 
I (PI - P2) , 1 (PI - P2)
 

Then, ER(rn = Yi == ER(rtl, i E U. Also, ri = ~(r( + rt) is an unbiased 

estimatorofYiand Vi =.!:..(r(-rij2isanunbiasedestimatorof Vj ==VR(ri~iE U. 
4 

The advantages of estimating Yj by rj and deriving the variance Vi as 
illustrated above relating to (i) - (iv), and may be in general also will be 
revealed briefly in what follows. 

Let s be a sample chosen from U with a probability p(s) according to a 
design P and Ep, Vp be operators for expectation, variance with respect to P. Let 
the over-all expectation, variance operators be E and V respectively such that 

E == EpER =EREp and V == EpVR + VpER =ERVp + VREp 

Let t = LYibsiIsi' Isj == 1 if i E s , lSi = 0 if ie: s, bSi be constants free of 

Y ==(Yl'······'Yi'······YN) such that Ep(bsiIsi)=l, ViE U. The literature on 

survey sampling abounds with numerous examples of P and bsi . One example of 

bSi is ..!- with 1t j = L p(s) = L p(s)Isi assuming 1tj > 0 for every i E U - a 
1tj 53i S 

condition known to be necessary for the existence of an unbiased estimator of Y. 
For the above t we have Ep(t) = Y. 

Also, Vp(t) = LYi 2C 
j + LYiYh
 

i"j
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where ci = Ep(bsi2Isi)-1 , cij = Ep(bsibsjIsij)-1 writing Isij = I.iI.j . Let there 

exist constants d.i , dsij free of Y such that Ep(ds;!s;) = ci ' E p(dsijIsiJ = Cij 

leading to the existence of vp(t)= LYi2dsiIsi + LYiYjdsijIsij = vp ' say, 
i~ j 

The literature on survey sampling is full of examples of such dsi ' dsi/s. For 

I I-Tt- I (1 -Tt· )example, if = - , then Ci = __I suggesting = - __I ,bSi d Si
Tti Tti Ttj Tti 

Tt··-Tt·Tt·1 • • c--1J •LIJ Jcij == , wntmg Ttij == p(s)Isij , dsij = - If Ttij > 0 . 
TtjTtj S Ttij 

Turning to the main topic here with Yi'S generally unavailable it is a simple 
step to employ 

e = Lf;bsiIsi 

as an unbiased estimator fOf Y because ER(e) = t , E p(e) = L fi 

E(e} = EpER(e)= Ep(t}= Y and also E(e} = EREp(e}= ER(LrJ= LYi = Y 

Now V(e)= EpVR(e)+ VpER(e) = E p[L Vjbsi2Isi ] + Vp(t) 

= EplLVibs/Isi]+ LY/Cj + LYiYjCij 
i~j 

= Ir/dsiIsi + LrirjdsijIsij 
i~j 

it follows that E Rvp(e)== vp(t}+ IVAiIsi 

2So, one may take vl(e) = vp(e)+ LVi (bsi -dsi )Isi (2.1) 

as an unbiased estimatof of V(e) because one may check that 

ERv1(e)= vp(t)+ LVids;!si 

and hence that Ev\(e}= V(e} 
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Also, V(e) = E RVp(e) + VREp(e)= EREpvp(e)+ LVi and hence 

v2(e)= vp(e)+ L vjbsiIsi (2.2) 

is another possible unbiased estimator of V(e) because obviously 

E v2(e) = E RE pv2(e)= EREpvp(e)+ ERL vi = V(e) 

Incidentally, if Vi for an RR device like Warner's (1965), be known then Vi 

in (2.1) - (2.2) should be replaced by Vj, i E s . 

In order to demonstrate how an RR as 'yes' or 'no' reveals the 
respondent's true characteristic A or Ac, writing 

Prob (Yesl A) = a and Prob (NoIAc) = b 

for any SRSWR-based RRT, Nayak (1994) observes the revealing posterior 
probabilities as 

aSA 
1 (X ) andProb (A Yes) = 

asA+ I - b 1- SA 

(l-a))A
Prob (A INo) = ( )) ( )

I-a A+b I-SA 

Then, he discusses how the parameters 'a and b' should be chosen in the 
lights of these to keep the 'revealing probabilities' close to SA and variance of 

an estimator for SA down. These two equations cease to be valid with unequal 

probability sampling. 

Turning to the question of protection of privacy in case of unequal 
probability sampling with our formulation for tackling RRT's we need to revise 
Nayak's (1994) Bayesian approach in the following way. 

Pretending that a postulated 'prior' probability L j(05 L j 51) which is 

Prob(Yi = 1), is assigned to i, we note the conditional probabilities Lj(C) , 
namely the 'posterior' probability Prob(Yi = 11 Ii = 1) for the four illustrated 
RRT's as follows. 

(I) For Warner's RRT 

L j(C) = L j Prob(lj = 11 Yi = 1) 
L jProb(I j =II Yj =1) + (1- Lj)Prob(lj = II Yj =0) j 

pLj L 1 
--~---'----~ . as P~2(l-p)+(2p-l)L i 1 

1
Also, Vi ~ 00 as p ~ 


2
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(II) For Kuk's RRT 

L;(C)= Prob(Yi = Ii RR = f j)
 

L j Prob(RR = f; IYj = 1)

= --------=-------'---'--"-'-------

L; Prob(RR = f j IYi = 1) + (I-L;)Prob(RR = f j IYj = 0) 

L{8/; (1- 81)k-f; ] 

----------;':---------=------=----? L· 
8/; (1- 82)k-f; + L{8/; (1- 8 l )k-f, - 8/; (1- 8

2
)k-f; ] 

as 81 ----? 82 

Also, Vj ----? 00 as 81 ----? 82. 

(III) For Forced Response RRT 

Lj(C)=Prob(Yj =111; =1)
 

L j Prob(lj = 11 y; = 1)
 

LjProb(I j =IIYi =I)+(1-Lj)Prob(I j =Ily; :=0) 

(1- P2)L; ----? L j as PI ----? (1- P2) 
PI +(l-PI -P2)Lj 

and also, Vj ----? 00 as PI ----? P2 

In all the cases (I) - (III), we may write, formally 

Lj(C):= Lj<pj ----?Lj as <pj ----?'lfj so that 'protection of privacy' 
'l'j + L j(<pj - 'lfi) 

and 'preservation of accuracy' move in opposite directions. Also 

(IV) For Unrelated Question Model 

L;(C):=Prob(Yj :=llIj =1,J j =1)
 

Lj Prob(I; := 11 Yj = I)x Prob(J; = 11 Yj := 1)
 
=----'------'--'---~--'-------'--'----'-..:..-'.-----'-----

L; Prob(li := 11 Yj = I)xProb(J j := 11 Yj = 1) + 

(1- L;) Prob(I j := 11 Yj = O)xProb(Jj = 11 Yj = 0) 

= Lj<p; ----? L j as PI ----? P2
 
'l'i + L j (<Pi - 'If; )
 

and also, Vi ----? 00 as PI ----? P2 as in (1- III) too. 

3. Use ofCovariates in Improved Estimation and Logistic Regression Modelling 

If the propensity to bearing a socially blameworthy characteristic may 
understandably be supposed to vary among the people in the community of 
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interest in a given investigation according to their other special features and the 
people may be classified by characteristics in discernible ways then the above 
estimators for 7tA may be modified hopefully with higher accuracies. The 

characteristics may be distinguished in terms of real and/or dummy variables 
like, age, income, housing and martial conditions, educational levels and 
proficiency in the local languages etc. Following is the pioneering work of 
Maddala (1983) in the present context of dealing with sensitive issues, followed 
by subsequent contributors including Sheers and Dayton (1988), 
Kerkvliet (1994), Heijden and Gils (1996), each concerned with estimation of 
7tA by RR-based observations from SRSWR's. 

Suppose xI " •••••• ", X k are k(~ 1) covariates for which observations 

x ji' (j = 1,·········, k) are available on the individuals i in a sample s which is 

selected by SRSWR. Then, we may write 1tA(x)as the probability that a person 

chosen at random from the given community bearing specific combination of 
values of x = (XI'" ..... ",x k ) also bears the sensitive attribute A. 

Then, since 0 < 7tA (x) < 1, in situations of interest we may consider the 

logit transform of 7tA (x), namely 

A next step is to postulate a linear model for L(x) as, say 

L(x)= a(x)+p(x) 

Then applying the principle of least squares, estimates a(x), for a(x) and 

~(x)for13(x)may easily be derived leading to an estimate of 1tA (x)in terms of 

a(x) and ~(x) by an appropriate transfonnation. Estimation of the variance or 

MSE of the resulting estimate, say, itA (x) need not be easy or trivial. 

Of course, we admit that we are not contributing here any new concepts 
adding to Maddala's (1983). Our sole purpose is to show how his logistic 
regression approach, confined to SRSWR, when extended to complex survey 
sampling, fails with Warner's RRT but applies profitably with a couple of 
others, demanding a sizeable manipulation in algebra, of course, with our 
formulation. 

In Section 4 we pursue with this issue when RR's are derived by the 
procedures (i) - (iv) from persons selected by general sampling schemes 
considered in Section 2. 
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4. Logistic Regression Modelling in Improved Estimation of 
Proportions from RR in Complex Surveys 

When RR's are gathered through complex surveys, i.e. in surveys with 
unequal probabilities of selection, the approach of Section 3 in estimation of 
1tA (x) is not applicable but certain modifications narrated below may be 

successfully tried. For simplicity we shall restrict below to the case when only 
one covariate x is available with known values Xi for i in U. 

Let us start with Kuk's (1990) RR procedure (iii). For this we have already 
defined ri for i in U. Let us try to develop a suitable transform of ri and relate 
that transform to Xi, i E U in a suitable way. 

Let ui = dPI - pz)+ pz for i in U and ri as defined for (iii). Then, 

0:5 ui :51, Vi E U. So we take k > 1 to ensure that 0 < Uj < 1 at least for certain 

i in U. Then, let us define 

Zj = 10ge(~) for 0 < Uj < 1, for every i in a subset, say, Uof U 
l-uj 

Let us postulate the logistic regression model connecting Ui with Xi and 
write 

with a, ~ as unknown constants and Ej 's as random errors. In what follows 

wherever Zj is used it will be understood that Zj is to be calculated only for i in 

U. 

. as as
Solvmg 0=- and 0=- for a and ~ we get aa a~ 

as the least squares estimates of a and 13. In order to estimate 1tA using 

sample-based RR's and Xi-values we may proceed as follows. 
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Let Zi =&.+~Xi' ui = l+~-i; , ri =(Ui -P2)/(Pl-P2) for iEs, using 

ri, Uj for ie s n U . Then our proposed revised estimator for 1tA based on Kuk's 

procedure using the RR's and the covariate values is 

Though ER{rJ= Yj' ER{rJt Yj and so e is a biased estimator for Y. This 

problem persists about the estimators of 1tA (x) for the approaches of 

Maddala (1983) and his followers as well. 

In estimating the MSE of e about Your recommended procedure is the 
following. We may note that 

= (Pl-pdvj =0'.2 say 
[P2 (1- P2)f + Yi (PI - P2 Xl- PI - P2)[PI (1- PI) + P2 (1- P2)] I 

= ( 1 ) if Yi = 0 though unknown in general since Yi though only 0 or 1 is 
kP2 1- P2 

really unknown. But (Jj2 may be estimated by 0i2 obtained on substituting fj 

for Yi in the former. Now, writing 

A _" " (" )L(Zj - LZjbsiIsjXXj - LXjbsiIJ
Zi - .L.tZjbsiIsi - .L.tbsjIsi + Xi - .L.tXjbSiIsi ( \2LXi -LXjbsjIsi J bsiIsj 

and remembering that Zi'S are independent across i, we may write down the 

formula for VR (z;) = Wi as a function of (Jj 2 with known coefficients. So, 

replacing (Jj2 by Oj2 in Wi the latter may be estimated by Wi' say. So, an 

estimator VR (u i ) may be worked out for VR (Uj) from 
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Hence VR (ri) as an estimator for VR (rj) may be worked out from 

Writing Vi for VR (ri) two estimators for the MSE of e may be proposed 

as the estimators Vj (e) obtained from v j (e), j = I, 2 on replacing Vj in the latter 

by vi and rj by ri' i E S . 

In order to apply the logistic regression modelling, again with a single 
covariate, to the 'unrelated question model' (iv), let us define 

ui = (PI-P2) (ri + J..=...EL], PI ::I-p2,iE U
 
2 - (PI + P2) PI - P2
 

Since for (iv), ri =.!. [(1- P2 Xli + I;) - (1- PI Xli + I; )lI(PI - P2)
2 

it follows that 

. 1- PI h I 0' ,mm rj =---- w en i = =li,I j =1=I j and
 
PI -P2
 

1- PI hI' I 0 I"max rj = --- w en i = 1= Ij, i = = i' 1 E U
 
PI -P2
 

Letting Uj= (P~-P2) )(ri+J..=...EL] it follows that O~ui~I,ViEU. 
2 - I + P2 PI - P2 

It may be noted that Uj = 0 when ri equals min ri, Uj = 1 when rj equals max rj but 

0< Uj <1 for i in the remaining set U , say, which is a subset of U. 

For i E U , then as in the case (iii) we may take Zj = 10ge(~] and 
1- Uj 

postulate the logistic regression model zi = ex + I3xj + E j as in (iii) and proceed 

accordingly. 

Unfortunately, however, for Warner's (1965) model (i) and the Forced 
response model (ii) the above approach of fitting a logistic regression model is 
not applicable when RR's are obtained from a sample chosen with unequal 
probabilities of selection. To see this let us observe as follows 

For Warner's case (i) (, = Ii -(I-p) p::I-.!.
 
'I (2p -1)' 2
 

Let Ui = (2p-l)ri +(I-p),iE U. Then, only two possible values of rj are 

min ri = -~ and max ri = -p- when Ij = 0 and Ij = 1 respectively so that 
2p-l 2p-l 
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only two possible values of Uj are 0 and 1. So, a logit transform 

zi =10ge(~) is not available and we can not proceed further. 
I-uj 

For the Forced Response RR device (ii), we have ri = Ii - PI which 
I-PI -P2 

equals - PI when Ii = 0 and PI when Ii = 1 so that if we define 
I-PI -P2 I-PI -P2 

Ui =(ri + PI )(1- PI - P2)' Ui =0 if Ii =0 and Ui =1 when Ii =1 and Ui 
I-PI -P2 

can take no other values. So, a logit transform of Ui is not available and we 
cannot proceed further to apply a logistic regression model to utilize a covariate. 

In Section 5 we present some results of our numerical exercises to illustrate 
for Kuk's RR device (iii) and the unrelated question model (iv) to show some 
comparative performances of estimators of 1tA based on samples chosen with 

varying probabilities without replacement (1) without using a covariate (2) as 
well as with the use of one covariate. In an Appendix we present methods of 

estimating the MSE's of eX and ~ supposing this issue to be relatively less 

interesting to a reader. 

5. Numerical Evidences ofAccuracies in Estimation 

We consider a fictitious community of N = 113 people with the known 
respective values Yi, tj, ai and Xi for i =1,·········, N . Here Yi =1 if ith person has 
clandestine sources of income and/or incurs expenses on items he/she keeps 
secret from everybody else and Yi =0 else 

ti = I if i prefers cricket to football and tj =0 else 

aj = the number of people in the household to which i belongs - this is the size
measure used in choosing a sample of households of which one particular 
member i is asked to 'respond' queries about Yi, ti, and Xi for i in a sample s 
chosen from all the N =113 households 

Xi =the per capita expenditure in Indian Rupees incurred in the household to 
which i belongs - this expenditure is taken as the single covariate on which 
the sensitive variable Y(with its values as Yi above) is regressed 

N
 

The problem addressed is to estimate Y = LYi
 
;=1 
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Table 1. Giving values relevant to the population of N = 113 people 

Unit (i) serial Yi t; l1; Xi 

numbers 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1 1 1 9 2891.31 
2 1 1 10 4261.13 
3 1 0 1 2262.45 
4 1 1 7 2530.20 
5 I 1 8 2430.49 
6 1 1 2 4226.83 
7 1 0 11 3270.41 
8 1 1 6 1179.95 
9 1 1 6 1902.73 

10 0 0 4 1482.09 
11 1 1 3 1480.36 
12 0 1 5 250.90 
13 1 0 9 2255.33 
14 0 1 4 2525.85 
15 1 1 7 1241.19 
16 1 0 9 1256.66 
17 1 1 6 2194.89 
18 1 1 3 3187.48 
19 0 1 5 193.65 
20 1 0 8 1669.54 
21 1 1 7 3074.11 
22 1 I 1 4187.81 
23 1 0 1 1264.92 
24 1 1 2 3196.59 
25 1 1 1 3354.57 
26 1 1 7 2717.12 
27 1 1 3 2927.63 
28 1 0 3 4147.14 
29 1 1 10 3355.06 
30 1 1 9 2644.63 
31 1 0 3 2495.64 
32 1 1 9 4400.64 
33 1 1 3 3284.96 
34 1 1 1 1334.98 
35 1 0 3 1408.34 
36 1 1 2 241.83 
37 1 1 3 4649.75 
38 1 1 2 2243.53 
39 1 0 3 1120.97 
40 1 0 3 1296.67 
41 1 1 3 2878.00 
42 1 1 7 1268.51 
43 1 0 6 1258.95 
44 1 1 2 2990.47 
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Unit (i) serial Yi ti a; Xi 

numbers 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
45 I 0 2 1299.93 
46 0 I 4 205.55 
47 1 1 6 1245.97 
48 1 I 8 1241.24 
49 0 1 4 195.59 
50 1 0 1 2260.59 
51 0 1 4 242.99 
52 0 1 5 195.08 
53 1 1 3 3194.31 
54 0 0 5 307.38 
55 1 I 10 4524.01 
56 I 1 6 2904.35 
57 1 I 3 3154.77 
58 1 1 2 2191.78 
59 1 I 3 2241.53 
60 1 1 3 1241.82 
61 0 I 4 2636.53 
62 1 0 2 1344.76 
63 1 1 3 1544.81 
64 I 1 2 1255.77 
65 1 0 3 1328.88 
66 1 1 8 3258.28 
67 1 1 1 2740.52 
68 I 0 3 4298.50 
69 1 1 2 2185.70 
70 1 0 3 251.27 
71 1 1 3 3065.67 
72 0 I 5 1194.89 
73 0 1 5 179.98 
74 1 1 8 3845.06 
75 1 0 3 1188.66 
76 0 1 4 189.36 
77 0 0 5 1247.30 
78 0 1 4 5004.93 
79 1 0 3 1505.03 
80 1 1 2 3240.26 
81 1 1 8 3254.33 
82 0 0 4 334.97 
83 1 1 3 242.27 
84 1 1 8 4181.90 
85 1 1 3 187.78 
86 1 1 6 3242.91 
87 1 1 7 4334.62 
88 1 1 3 1575.97 
89 1 1 9 2608.09 
90 1 1 8 4703.93 
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Unit (i) serial Yi tj ai Xi
 
numbers
 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
91 1 1 7 1940.05 
92 1 1 2 2724.16 
93 1 1 3 3199.71 
94 1 1 7 1241.56 
95 0 1 4 1173.01 
96 1 0 1 1435.06 
97 0 0 4 251.42 
98 1 1 1 3236.45 
99 1 0 2 1309.49 

100 1 1 1 3247.36 
101 1 0 3 1271.32 
102 1 1 2 208.24 
103 1 1 3 246.96 
104 0 0 5 1474.40 
105 1 1 2 2430.23 
106 1 1 1 1148.49 
107 1 1 3 640.08 
108 1 1 9 3942.96 
109 1 1 8 2202.25 
110 0 1 4 241.63 
III 1 1 1 4191.92 
112 1 0 1 4269.03 
113 1 1 3 2742.73 

In order to estimate Y we employ the scheme of sample selection given by 
Rao el al. (RHC, 1962) to choose a sample of n = 33 households out of N = 113 
households using the household-size aj as size-measures. The selection consists 
in (1) dividing the population at random into n = 33 disjoint groups, 
(2) choosing from each group exactly one household with a probability 
proportional to the sizes of the households within the groups and (3) repeating 
the selection-process independently across the groups. Writing for simplicity Yi, 
ai, and Aj as the y-value, for the respondent of the household chosen from the ith 
group, the size of this household and the sum of the sizes of the households 
falling in the ith group, the unbiased estimator for Y given by RHC is 

writing Ln for the sum over the n groups. Writing Ni for the number of 

households falling in the ith group to be chosen as positive integers closest to 

N and subject to L Nj = N and L L to denote summing over the non
n n D D 

duplicated pairs of the n groups formed, it follows that 
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where p. =5.. A = "a. 
I A' £..J I 

An unbiased estimator for V(tR) is
 
2
 

v(t R)= 
L 

2 n 
NI -N 

2 I Ai 
[ li_ tR 

J2 
N - Nj n Pj 

n 

" N.2-N [,)2_ £..In 1 " Yi YJ" A A
 
- N 2 - Ln N 2 £..In£..Jn j j ~-~
 

i 

when Yi is unavailable and is unbiasedly estimated by rj having 
VR(ri ) = Vi admitting an unbiased estimator Vi we shall use the unbiased 

estimator 

and its unbiased variance estimator 

j2 
v(eR)= In N -N " " AiA-[!L._!L)2 + " Vi Ai 

N2 - In N i 
2 £..In£..Jn J Pi Pj £..In Pi 

The corresponding modifications on eR and v(eR) will be employed in 
manners discussed in Section 4 when logistic regression modelling is applicable 
to utilize values Xi for the single covariate indicated earlier. 

In order to assess the performance of any estimator e for Y with a variance 
(MSE) estimator v we shall consider the two criteria, namely, (I) ACV, which is 

the average, of the values of lOOX,[; over 1000 replicates of the samples
 
e
 

drawn by the RHC scheme, called the 'Average Coefficient qf Variation',
 
- the smaller its value the better and (2) ACP, the 'Actual Coverage Percentage'
 
which is the percent of the above 1000 replicated samples for which the 95%
 

confidence intervals (CI), namely (e -1.96,[;,e +1.96,[;) may cover the true
 

e-Y 
value Y. Here we treat the pivot ,[; as a standard normal deviate, an 

assumption justifiable for large samples. The closer this ACP to 95 the better the 
performance of the pair (e, v). For the Table 1 we may mention that 

It i 
1tA = 

Y 
N = 0.8230 and N = 0.7345. 
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Table 2 below summarizes some of the examples of the perfonnances in 
estimation based on (iii) Kuk's model and (iv) unrelated question RR model. 
The estimator using a covariate is referred to as a regression estimator, the other 
one as 'original'. 

Table 2. Illustrating relative perfonnances of estimators of a proportion using Kuk's and
 
Unrelated Question devices for RR from unequal probability samples
 

by RHC scheme with and without utilizing covariate infonnation
 

Serial Kuk's RR Model Unrelated Question Model 
number 

of 
RR-device 
parameters 

ACV/ACP 
of original 

ACV/ACP 
of revised 

RR-device 
parameters 

ACV/ACP 
of original 
estimator 

ACV/ACPof 
revised 

estimatorcases 
k IPI I P2 estimator estimator PI I P2 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

1 4 .21 .02 26.3/90.0 19.4/87.3 .72 .96 15.3/92.2 11.9/84.0 

2 4 .40 .14 25.4/91.8 13.7/84.7 .91 .81 16.5/93.2 12.3/83.9 

3 4 .76 .96 26.5/90.7 17.8/89.1 .95 .68 15.3/93.1 11.9/83.7 

4 4 .65 .97 21.4/90.3 15.2182.8 .81 .88 18.5/94.3 13.1/83.4 

5 5 .50 .98 17.1195.0 13.7/84.7 .72 .89 16.1192.2 12.2183.4 

6 5 .57 .98 17.9/93.4 13.8/84.3 .72 .92 15.8/93.1 12.2181.4 

7 5 .32 .03 20.5/92.7 14.3/84.7 .89 .78 16.7/93.7 12.4/82.4 

8 5 .26 .01 21.1/92.9 16.3/86.3 .94 .71 15.3/93.2 11.9/82.3 

9 .5 .75 .96 23.7/90.0 15.9186.6 .90 .60 15.6/93.2 12.2182.0 
10 5 .27 .05 23.4/92.0 15.3/87.7 .04 .35 22.9/94.2 14.8/81.3 

11 5 .64 .87 24.6/92.4 12.6/84.2 .84 .67 17.5/93.0 12.9/81.1 

12 5 .73 .95 23.7/90.8 15.1/87.2 .31 .16 57.2197.4 24.1/80.5 

13 5 .69 .93 22.9/94.1 13.7/87.8 .38 .57 27.9/95.3 16.8/80.5 

14 5 .25 .08 29.2190.7 15.0/90.4 .62 .55 86.9/97.9 38.1180.4 

15 5 .84 .97 31.5/89.6 19.6/90.3 .31 .13 37.5/96.8 19.8/80.2 

16 5 .21 .05 29.2189.9 16.9/89.9 .21 .50 22.5/95.2 14.9180.1 

17 5 .73 .95 23.7/90.8 15.1/87.2 .78 .60 19.1193.9 13.4/80.1 

18 5 .77 .92 15.1190.5 15.1/90.5 .50 .20 22.4/94.7 14.7/80.0 

19 5 .39 .08 21.0/91.2 13.4/85.0 .59 .72 24.7/95.9 15.7n9.5 

20 6 .50 .92 17.8/92.9 13.1/85.1 .43 .77 17.0/94.2 12.8n9.4 

21 6 .19 .02 23.7/89.6 16.8/86.2 .32 .01 22.1191.8 14.4n9.4 

22 6 .52 .17 19.2192.9 12.3/85.7 .50 .37 55.1195.9 24.6n9.4 

23 6 .16 .94 15.1196.0 12.9/89.3 .36 .49 57.0/97.4 28.5n9.0 

24 6 .39 .84 17.0/92.7 11.4/88.9 .42 .95 15.2/92.4 12.3n9.0 

25 6 .23 .96 15.3/95.0 11.8/98.1 .41 .77 17.0/93.1 12.9n9.0 

26 6 .13 .95 15.0/95.9 11.7/98.5 .30 .11 33.1195.2 19.0n8.9 
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A couple of comments may be made from the results in Table 2. Use of a 
covariate cuts down the average coefficient of variation but undesirably reduces 
the coverage percentage as well. This applies to both the RR devices illustrated. 
Between the two devices the unrelated question model seems to be the better. 

Appendix 

First let us consider the finite population analogue of ~ as 

L[Z. -LZ;][x. _LXi]
 
B= I N I N = L(Zj -zXXj -x)
 

L[X;_~XiJ ni-xf 
. . - z - X (-X -~ ( -ywntmg z=- x=- T = z· -z x· -x v. = x·-xN' N" I I I I 

This B, if the entire finite population U could be surveyed, instead of only 
a sample s chosen from it, could be taken as the 'unweighted' or simple 'Least 
Squares Estimate' (LSE) of p. 

.. L~
Thus, P is a 'ratio estimator' R, say, for the ratio parameter R =~ 

L.Yi 

In Section 3 we have given a formula for the estimator of variance of an 

unbiased estimator Y= LYjbsjIsi of Y. So, we may likewise write down the 

formula for an estimator of the MSE of l' about T = LT; as m (1'). So,p 

following recommendations of Rao (1988) in pursuance of the approach of 
Woodruffs (1971) Taylor-series expansion-based approximation of the MSE of 

an estimator, we may take the estimator of MSE ( ~ ) in the form 
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Similarly, writing , the MSE (a) may be 

estimated by mp(a)= (Lb\.J mp(L WibSiISj)lwi=W;_ciI~. If mp(a~ mp~) 
SI St 

be small so that a and ~ may provide accurate estimates of a and ~ 
respectively then it is worthwhile to employ 

Zi = a+~xi 

as a good estimator for zi = loge (~J .Our ultimate interest however is in 
l-uj 

the accuracy in the estimation of Y which uses rj and Zj, i E S . 
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